Linguistic Autobiography

In a narrative essay between 500 and 700 words, write about your language history in a “linguistic autobiography.”

A “linguistic autobiography” is a first-person narrative essay in which a writer reflects on the history of his or her relationship with language. The writer must pay special attention to something that many take for granted: the words that come out of our mouths, what they reveal, how they are formed, and to what extent they create our identity. You DO NOT need to be a professional linguist to do this—you simply need to be sensitive to how, when, and why you use language. Be descriptive not prescriptive. In other words, don’t judge your language (or that of others) as inferior or superior, right or wrong, faulty or sound; instead, describe it with objectivity as a living artifact, something that you can respond to thoughtfully without judgement.

This will serve as a pre-assessment. Soft deadline: Thursday 8/23 at 11:59 on GC. Hard deadline Friday 8/24 at 11:59 on GC. All submissions after that receive ½ credit.

Below you will find a list of questions to help you brainstorm ideas for this personal essay. You should consider these questions as a means of helping you form your answers, but you are not required to answer all of them. This is to get you started thinking about how you use language.

1. Describe the languages, dialects, and styles used by your parents, grandparents, and siblings. Are they oral, written, gestural, or a combination of all three?
2. Where are you from? Where have you lived? With whom have you lived? Which of these social details do you think may have influenced the way you speak now?
3. What language does your family speak? How is language used in your family? When? For what occasions?
4. What other languages have you used in communication?
5. To what extent does nonverbal language play a part in your family?
6. Is there a familial conflict when you switch between languages? Explain.
7. Did you have any language pathologies as a child, such as stuttering, lisping, etc? How did you deal with these?
8. What kinds of “dialects” or types do you use in different situations? For example, how do you speak/write to your friends on Facebook or through texts? How would this stay the same or change if you are talking/writing to your grandmother? Teacher? Coach? Why do you think you make these choices about language? Do you engage in code-switching? When? With whom? For what purpose? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bo3hRq2RnNI AND https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6NfRMv4OY
9. How does your language reflect your upbringing?
10. Do you have childhood memories that revolve around language?
11. What type of language was spoken in your neighborhood?
12. What inside jokes or insider linguistic cues do you use with different audiences? In what situation do you use them?
13. Do you remember particular comments or instances where your language, either spoken or written, was commented on? What was said about your language, and how did you respond?
14. What differences do you notice between the way you speak and the way you write?
15. Do you speak mostly in sentences or fragments?
16. Do you speak non-linguistic languages such as software code or music?
17. Is your language elliptical?
18. Do you use words that are viewed as inappropriate? When do you use such diction? With whom? At what moments? What need does this fulfill? Why do you feel it necessary to fulfill this need?
19. What other languages have you studied? To what extent has this impacted your other language?
20. In what ways do you see language as a part of your identity?
21. How do you feel about your first language? When do you use it? With whom do you use it? Is important for you / your kids to retain fluency in it?

Required: Make sure you include a description of a situation in which you are absolutely at ease socially, and include at least six lines of dialogue to demonstrate your language usage. Think and write about how you use language and how it manifests in your life and with your familial, social and academic relationships.

OUTSTANDING AUTOBIOGRAPHIES WILL:

- Thoughtfully reflect on language usage in multiple situations that consider audience as a crucial factor.
- Include a specific description and example of dialogue where you felt socially comfortable; you reflect on what factors are in this dialogue and why you have made those linguistic choices.
- Organize ideas and examples in logical ways that support your reflection on language usage.
The first time I realized I was not as broad-minded as I’d thought was the moment I landed in Glasgow, Scotland, approximately six years ago. Perhaps I’d thought I was broad-minded because I had always had fairly liberal political views – it was 2004 and I was fully convinced that having George W. Bush as our president meant it was only right that I hang my head in shame as an American – but this was not really broad-minded. If I had been broad-minded, it would have occurred to me before that moment that everyone – everyone – has an accent. Even me. And in this case, especially me.

I am ashamed, and rightly so, to admit that it took me months to wrap my head around the fact that the western American accent was not “pure” English. Not that I had been using this particular word in my mind when I thought about my accent; it just was. I spoke the way pop stars sang; my words came out neither too fast nor too slow; foreigners never had to grapple with my speech due to prolific use of slang or quaint but obnoxious country-isms. This was all clear in my mind and embedded there long ago, but the belief was shaken before I had exited customs in Glasgow International Airport.

“What are you doing here?” the customs official asked me even before opening my passport. Which, incidentally, would have answered his question.

“Studying.” I replied chirpily, sure he would give me a sweetly patronizing smile and stamp “completely non-threatening and adorable American student” on my passport. Instead, he flipped it open to my visa and decided to quiz me.

“Where?”

“The University of Stirling.” I realized then that someone had spelled it “Sterling” on my visa and hoped he wouldn’t think it had been me. I was a smart, broad-minded American – not that 14% I’d read about who couldn’t locate the United States on a map.

He gave me a sharp nod, and mumbled, “Anwhayerstudn?”

I was stumped. All I’d understood was that he was asking a question, though as my mind raced I realized even that wasn’t a given, since the Glaswegian accent had that sing-songy quality to it that meant everything was a question. Still, as he was a customs official and I was trying to enter his country, I deduced that it being a question was a fair bet, and knew I’d have to ask one of my own.

“Um…what?”

Maybe it was my distinct lack of eloquence or that often used and always irritating “um” that riled him; regardless, it was the look he leveled at me that broke down those first defensive walls in my American consciousness.


My relief at finally understanding was immense and, frankly, over the top.

“Ohhhhh!” Cue nervous laughter before I trilled excitedly, “I’m studying English!”

He was quiet for a minute, before, in a manner I would come to recognize as quintessentially Scottish, one corner of his mouth curled up and he remarked, “Well, you’re no’ off to a great start, are you?” He let out a snort of laughter, stamped my passport, and waved me happily out of his sight. 47 LAUREN WALTON A LINGUISTIC AUTOBIOGRAPHY

And that pretty much summed it all up; I was not off to a great start. A few hours later, one of my kinder flatmates took me grocery shopping and had to inform me in a whisper that, though she completely knew what I meant, “pants” here meant “underwear.” This was moments after I’d told her that yes, it had been a really long flight, I was feeling tired and grubby, and in fact hadn’t changed my pants in at least three days.

Over the coming years, I would learn more of these differences, and never once did I think they were unimportant. I learned to remember that saying you gave someone the finger implied something unspeakably dirty, that if someone asked me if they could borrow my ‘rubber’ I was not to stare at them bug-eyed and bewildered before suggesting they buy a pack of brand new ones at the drug store – oh, and I was to remember that it was actually called the ‘chemist.’ Bathrobes were ‘dressing gowns,’ slippers were ‘baffies,’ and sneakers were ‘trainers.’ Any sort of mess was ‘minging,’ disgusting people were ‘mingers,’ and the rude customs official I had spoken to before was a ‘Weegee.’ ‘Juice,’ I learned after a confused visit to someone’s house, did not involve fruit of any variety, but a soft drink. You could also call it ‘fizzy juice,’ but then someone may wonder why you felt the need to be so descriptive.

Two years later, and once I had finally wrapped my head around most of these differences, I moved to another area of the country called Fife (only twenty miles to the east, but I’d already learned that the British conception of distance was somewhat skewed – I had essentially moved to Mars), where I had to face the fact that at least half of what I’d learned no longer applied. Here, ‘dressing gown’ made you sound like you were going to tea with the Queen in your very best night-wear. They were called ‘house coats’ if you were posh, and ‘hoose coats’ for the remaining 80% of the local population. The ‘ooo’ sound itself was extremely popular in the area and injected into every word imaginable. An hour was ‘an oor,’ the town was ‘the toon,’ and a memorably embarrassing incident taught me that ‘tool’ was not actually a device to fix things, but the Fife way of saying ‘towel.’ That last one was especially important; a surprisingly high number of situations occur in which it’s fairly important to know whether someone is asking for a hammer or a towel before you burst into the bathroom.

Time spent in this area of Scotland did eventually cause some changes to my accent, especially once I started working in a local college, which in Scotland is not similar to a University, but more a giant holding cell for fifteen and sixteen year olds who don’t really care for high school any longer. Though they watched American T.V. and idolized many American stars, I was not on T.V. and clearly not a star – an American accent in real life was so surprising to them that they genuinely couldn’t understand me. If I was to be understood, I had to clip my words and speak at a pace even my own mind had trouble keeping up with. I never did adopt the ‘ooo’ accent to my words, much as it fascinated me – that, I think, is too significant a change to be done naturally – but I did eventually find that my weekly communication with my parents became increasingly difficult. It was like I was bilingual, only poorly so; I couldn’t remember which words I knew first, which were my ‘native’ words.

As expected, a few months back home and back in a college setting has erased whatever accent I’d picked up in my six years in Scotland, and my original one has settled almost completely back into place. Apart from the eye-opening experience of simply living in another country, I’d have to say that the biggest change my time there has left me is an ability to hear accents to an even greater extent. I can now tell the difference between Irish, English, Scottish and Welsh accents, which I hope has enabled me to hear the differences in my own country’s accents as well. While our accents are not nearly as diverse as Scotland’s (considering Colorado is about three times the size of Scotland and has a fairly consistent accent), my time away has made me curious to learn more about our linguistic differences. I have finally accepted that my accent isn’t even “pure” in my own country.